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Senate Resolution 853

By:  Senators Anderson of the 43rd, Jones of the 10th, Davenport of the 44th, Jones II of the

22nd, Butler of the 55th and others 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending the Atlanta Black Chamber; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, on February 25, 2020, the Atlanta Black Chamber (ABC) will host its 2nd2

Annual Legislative Breakfast Networking event to show appreciation for our legislators.3

ABC is a nonprofit organization consisting of individuals engaging in business, community,4

and government activities; and5

WHEREAS, ABC's goal has always been clear to its leadership and members since the6

beginning of its establishment. Its membership base represents over 400 unique market7

sectors from an array of businesses, from privately-owned entities to nonprofits; and8

WHEREAS, with over 100 activities each year, ABC engages with over 5,000 individuals9

at various events and activities throughout the region, nation, and world. The success of ABC10

would not be possible without its incredible sponsors and partners that are with it every step11

of the way; and12

WHEREAS, the mission of ABC is to serve as an advocate for the creation and growth of13

competitive, profitable, and sustainable black-owned entities. It is committed to providing14

quality education and training programs that emphasize economic development, ownership,15

and wealth building practices; and16

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this17

extraordinary organization be appropriately recognized.18

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body19

recognize and commend the Atlanta Black Chamber for its many outstanding contributions20

on behalf of the citizens of Georgia and extend best wishes for its continued growth,21

development, and success.22
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed23

to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to the Atlanta Black24

Chamber.25


